
Class: Art Explorations 
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tuesday
● Learning Target: How do 

secondary colors come 
from primary. 



Video: Mouse Paint Click this video to watch the book 
Mouse Paint being read to you. 
Remember to focus on what colors make 
new colors.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WukUhcwv3Es

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WukUhcwv3Es


Practice Get a piece of paper and find something circular 
like a small plate. The place should fit onto the 
paper. 

Trace along the edge of the 
plate with a pencil. When 
you’re done you’ll have a 
perfect circle on your 
paper. 



Practice Next try to separate the circle into 6 equal 
pieces. If you have a ruler use that to make your 
straight lines. If not find something with a 
straight edge like a book.  

Your paper should look like 
this or very similar to.



Practice Now we will fill our pieces of pie with color. At 
the very top put red. Skip one and make yellow and 
skip one again and do blue. You may use color 
pencil, marker or crayons.

Fill in the entire shape 
with the assigned color.

Red

YellowBlue



Practice Now we will fill our pieces of pie with color. At 
the very top put red. Skip one and make yellow and 
skip one again and do blue. You may use color 
pencil, marker, or crayons.

Fill in the entire shape 
with the assigned color.



Practice Now we will fill our pieces of pie with color. In 
between the red and yellow, color that piece 
orange. In between the yellow and blue, color 
green. And in between blue and red, color purple.

Fill in the entire shape 
with the assigned color.

Red

YellowBlue
Orange

Green

Purple



Practice Now we will fill our pieces of pie with color. In 
between the red and yellow color that piece orange. 
In between the yellow and blue, color green. And in 
between blue and red color purple.

Fill in the entire shape 
with the assigned color.



Ta Da!! Your color wheel should look similar to the image 
below. I’m sure yours looks much better because YOU 
did it!
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TAKE CARE OF YOU! 

All the best, 
Ms. Bown


